
DESIGNED TO REMOVE TOUGH 
CLOTS FOR SUCCESSFUL 

REVASCULARIZATION



Spiral cells: pinch the clot from 
the proximal end to pull the clot 
from the blood vessel

Proximal coil: radiopaque 
for positioning guidance

Mid markers for positioning 
and to delineate the end 
of the spiral section

Distal markers to 
identify the end of 
the working length

Barrel section to maintain control 
of the clot during retrieval and 
to funnel the clot/device into the 
receiving catheter

mTICI≥2b Failure to Revascularize
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Pinch-pull technology:

• CERENOVUS NIMBUS has spiral cells with 
multiple pinch points to pull out tough clot

Clot type: fibrin rich. 

Flow conditions: no flow arrest, no aspiration. 

Success: mTICI ≥ 2b
*In vitro Study

CERENOVUS NIMBUS™ exceeds Solitaire™ 
performance for tough clot removal
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Tough clot properties:

• Difficult to grip with traditional 
stent retrievers

• Difficult to aspirate

• Stick to blood vessel wall 
increasing retrieval difficulty

Spiral cells with wide opening 
angles to engage with clot

Almost 20% Of Thrombectomies Fail To Revascularize The 
Vessel Within 3 Retrieval Attemptsa,1-4

What to do about fibrin rich “tough 
clots”? Comparing the Solitaire™ stent 
retriever with a novel geometric clot 
extractor in an in vitro stroke model
Journal of Neurointerventional Surgery 2018 
Fennell VS, Siddiqui AH et al.

a Revascularization rates of the ARISE II, ASTER, 
COMPASS and 3D Separator clinical trials
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CERENOVUS NIMBUS™ geometric clot extractor
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GCE4528 1.5-5.0mm 4.5mm 28mm 2.25mm 0.021” 20cm 193cm

Tough clot retrieved using CERENOVUS NIMBUS™
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A tough clot is an adherent, durable thrombus that has high 
stiffness making it resistant to endovascular thrombectomy. 
General characteristics of these clots are that they are fibrous 
and consist of few RBCs.  In vitro thrombectomy simulation with 
tough clots result in inferior revascularization rates compared to 
more compliant clots.


